OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

CIRCULAR NO. 1/2005

The sanction of Annual Grade Increment as well as pay fixation on promotion of the official/officers posted in head office are being done by the Executive Engineer (Hq.) CE’s office, Jaipur.

Hence forth following arrangements are hereby made as under :-

(1) Sanction of Annual Grade Increments and pay fixation etc. of Ministerial Staff/Subordinate staff and officers upto the rank of Executive Engineers posted in head office will be done by the Executive Engineer (Hq.).

(2) The Annual Grade Increments and pay fixation on promotion of the Superintending Engineers and above officers posted in head office will be done by the Establishment Section (Section I/A) CE’s office, Jaipur.

(3) Executive Engineer (Hq.)/Section I/A will route the files regarding sanction of AGI and pay fixation through Chief Accounts Officer.

CHIEF ENGINEER, PWD RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR

No:-F.78(1)/Sec.I/A/2000/D-2233 Dated:- 16/08/2005

Copy forwarded to the following for information and necessary action :-

1) PA to CE (R)/NH
2) PA to CAO/CAO(NH)/AO(Sr.)/Acctt.I/II/Sec.I (A)
3) All SE’s/XEN’s CE’s office Jaipur/EE (Hq.)/PF/GF.

SE CUM TA-I TO CHIEF ENGR.
PWD RAJASTHAN, JAIPUR